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If you could travel through time where would you go? To the past or the future?  
How might you get there? In a time machine – or maybe through a time-slip?  
Whom would you like to meet? 
This Chatterbooks Time-Travellers activity pack brings you a wealth of reading and 
activity ideas to inspire your time-travelling imaginations!  
 
Read the latest time-travel stories, as well as favourites like Tom’s Midnight Garden, 
A Traveller in Time and The Time Machine.  Be a time-tourist through past times and 
civilisations, and explore the stories through time of your own town or village. 
 
This pack is brought to you by The Reading Agency and their publisher partnership Children’s 
Reading Partners.   
 
Chatterbooks [ www.readinggroups.org/chatterbooks] is a reading group programme for children 
aged 4 to 14 years. It is coordinated by The Reading Agency and its patron is author Dame 
Jacqueline Wilson. A Chatterbooks group is a great way to enthuse children about books and to 
encourage them to read widely for pleasure. 15 000 children belong to Chatterbooks groups which 
can be run by library staff, teachers, teaching assistants or volunteers- anyone with a passion for 
reading. At each session, children talk about what they are reading, take part in fun activities 
inspired by the best children’s books and choose new books to take home and read. It’s FREE to join 
our network where you will find plenty of free downloadable resources to start your own 
Chatterbooks group. www.chatterbooks.org.uk 
 
The Reading Agency is an independent charity working to inspire more people to read more 
through programmes for adults, young people and Children – including the Summer Reading 
Challenge, and Chatterbooks. See www.readingagency.org.uk  
Children’s Reading Partners is a national partnership of children’s publishers and libraries working 
together to bring reading promotions and author events to as many children and young people as 
possible. 
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Time-Travellers 
Reading and activity ideas for your Chatterbooks group 
 
Warm up 
Time-Travellers Wordsearch 
 
Here are some words to do with time-travel. 
Look for them in the squares - across, down, up, and from right to left. 
When you’ve found them, talk together about what you know of each of them – and 
see if you can think of stories about some of these different kinds of time-travelling.  
 
 
TIME TRAVEL TIME MACHINE  BLACK HOLE  TIME LOOP 
 
PORTKEY  PARALLEL WORLDS PAST   PRESENT 
 
FUTURE  TELEPORTATION 
 
 
 
Q W T E L E P O R T A T I O N F 
Y P I X V N A B C X A S F Z V K 
Z V M L O X R E P V W Q X O P Z 
B M E B X V A X J Y E K T R O P 
S F T D Z V L M V W X Z P B G R 
W X R X E V L Z F Q Z B O X J E 
E M A G N V E W X Z B J O Z B S 
R Q V Z I E L O H K C A L B Z E 
U X E K H J W E R Z A S E C H N 
T Q L V C Z O Q J F Z X M B G T 
U W F V A Q R S Q V T U I Z K F 

F V X Z M W L D F X Q W T G J X 
X P B V E X D Z T S A P Z X G Q 
F E T K M Z S J G X S Z B J V Z 
Z Q X W I X F Z V F Q M F V Z F 
V J Z V T M X B X W Z G X Q W J 
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Sayings about time 
There are lots of sayings and proverbs about time—here are some of them.  What do 
you think they mean? If there are some you don’t know, have a look in books or on 
the internet, or talk about them with your family and friends. 
 
(The answers are at the end of this pack) 
 
Time and tide wait for no-one  

 
Time is of the essence  

 
Time is money  

 
Killing time  

 
Procrastination is the thief of time  

 
Time heals  

 
The sands of time  

 
There’s no time like the present  

 
Playing for time  

 
Taking your time  

 
Time will tell  

 
A stitch in time saves nine  

 
Prime time  

 
In the nick of time  

 
Having a whale of a time  
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Things to talk about 
Get together a collection of stories and non-fiction about time-travel and exploring 
past times. 
Have some big sheets of paper for writing down people’s thoughts and ideas in your 
discussions. 

 
Time-travelling 
In stories and films there are all kinds of ways in which people travel through time. 
See how many your group can come up with; make a list of them on a flip chart, and 
next to them note down the books and films in which they occur. 
Have a vote for your favourite way to time-travel! 
 
Here are some time-travelling ideas to talk about – linked to books in this pack: 

 Through a special entrance, tunnel or channel: Timesmith; Longbow Girl 

 A time machine: Fortunately the Milk; The Many Worlds of Albie Bright 

 Using/holding a special object: Felix Frost, Time Detective; Scavenger Boy; On 
the Blue Comet 

 A time-slip: Valentine Joe; A Traveller in Time 

 Trapped in time; a time loop: Friday Forever 

 Being taken to another time/teleportation: The Time-Travelling Cat 

 Leaping into another time: The Girl Who Leapt Through Time; On the Blue 
Comet  

 Through a dream: Flyboy 

 Parallel worlds existing at the same time: The Many Worlds of Albie Bright 

 Going to another time and changing something – or taking/fetching 
something: The Girl Who Leapt Through Time; Valentine Joe 

 Time tourism: Usborne Visitors’ Guide to Ancient Rome 
 
And what about wormholes, black holes, rocket travel, freezing time, visiting our 
memories? 
And might we have powers which we don’t use –such as a sensitivity to ghosts or to 
echoes of the past still held in places and objects?! 
 
Here are some films with a time travel theme: 
Back to the Future 
Bill and Ted films 
Dr Who films 
Groundhog Day 
Time Bandits 
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Choose a portkey! 
In Scavenger Boy Michael grasps an old wooden bobbin and travels to the 18th 
century and the looms of Cromford Mill; in Myth Raiders Sam and Trey fit together 
the two halves of an ancient disc to take them back to ancient Egypt. 
What object would you choose to have as your ‘portkey’? 
 
Friday Forever 
In Friday Forever Lenny has to live the same Friday over and over again – he 
eventually finds that the only way to get out of it is to make some positive changes in 
what he does and how he treats people. 
Is there a day you would like to live more than once?  Maybe a really great day that 
you’ve experienced?  Would it be as good the second or third time?  Are there any 
changes you would make to it? 
 
Tips for time-tourists 
What advice would you give to a time-tourist who has travelled from the past and 
arrived in 2016? 
What would you recommend they do? What should they avoid? What should they be 
careful to do or not do?  Which places would you recommend they visit? 
 
 

Things to do 
 
Make your own time machine 
You can get some ideas for this from Fortunately the Milk, Felix Frost, and The Many 
Worlds of Albie Bright – and then use all your creativity. 
This would be great to do in twos and threes, as a whole group – or individually. 
First of all brainstorm your ideas – how will your machine work? What materials do 
you need? 
Draw a design/plan for your machine, then get together your materials – boxes, 
tubes, metallic paper, buttons, and much more… 
Then go for it! 
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Where would you travel? 
In small groups talk about and choose a time you would like to travel to – past or 
future.  Where are you?   Who are you?  Why have you chosen this time?  Whom 
would you like to meet?  What are you expecting to see?  What reaction might there 
be to you?! 
You could turn this into a roleplay – together plot some dialogue and set up scenes 
for your time-travel journey and then your arrival in the time of your choice.  
Back to the Future 
Look ahead in your life – what things would you like to do?  Imagine you can travel in 
time to a day when you are 25 years old. 
Write a diary entry for this day. 
 
What would you change if you could go backwards in time? 
This can be quite complicated. What if you went back in time and your actions meant 
that your parents didn’t meet?  If that happened you wouldn’t have been born, so 
how could you have managed to be around to go back in time?! 
But often in time-travel stories people are able to change something with good 
results.  
 
“…we could go back to caveman times” said Compton. “We could take them some 
highlighter pens to snazz up their cave paintings.” 
Bryan smiled. “Or we could go back and retake every test we have ever taken. We’d 
be the cleverest pupils – in the whole world, probably.”  
From Compton Valance: The Most Powerful Boy in the Universe (Matt Brown & Lizzie 
Finlay) 
 
What changes would people in your group make to past times and events, in history 
and in their own lives, if they could travel back in time and make a difference?   
What might they take with them to do this? 
How might their actions affect the course of history, or what happens in their life? 
 
Time-Travel Diary 
Imagine you are someone from another time – in the past or the future – who has 
travelled to our present day, the year 2016.   Write a diary entry about your 
experiences - the differences between 2016 and the year which you have come from. 
Here’s a checklist of some of the things you might write about: 
 Clothes  
 Food 
 Buildings 
 The way people talk 
 Transport 
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   Dear Diary 
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Connecting with the past 
In Valentine Joe Rose and Joe meet and fall in love, though they are from different 
times. Joe carves a wooden heart as a gift for Rose. He hides it in a wall in 1916 – 
where she finds it nearly a hundred years later. 
What might you hide and where, for someone to find in 100 years’ time?  What 
would you say in a note to go with it?   
 
 
Memories 
Get your group/class to talk in pairs or small groups about their favourite memory—
the thing they have most enjoyed in their life so far, and love to think about and talk 
about. 
Then share with the whole group—write about them and collect together as a 
‘memories book’. 
 
Then and now 
See if you can find old photographs of where you live, and nearby towns and villages.  
Go to your local library or records centre, and ask family and friends. Then take 
pictures of the same places now. Compare the old and new pictures—what has 
disappeared, what has been built or changed?  See if you can find at least five 
differences for each scene. 
 

                                        
 
 
 
 

 
For more time-travelling reading and activity ideas have a look 
too at these Chatterbooks packs: 
Quarto Kids Time Travel pack 
Compton Valance pack 
 
 
 
 

https://readingagency.org.uk/resources/1234/
https://readingagency.org.uk/resources/896/
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Time-Travellers:  Books to read 
Fiction 

 
Timesmith   Niel Bushnell  Andersen   978-1783440320 
Thirteen-year-old Jack Morrow is haunted by the past. For Jack is a Timesmith, 
someone with the ability to travel through Sorrowlines, the channels that 
connect every gravestone with the date of the person’s death. Desperate to 
help his family, Jack finds himself in a secret world deep under the streets of 
1940s London. Hunted by the undead knights of the Paladin, Jack must find the 
fabled lost sword of Durendal before it can be used to resurrect the Paladin’s 
evil master, Rouland. 
Niel Bushnell has worked as an animator on several feature films, computer 

games and television shows, and eventually established his own animation studio. His first novel 
was Sorrowline; he lives in north-east England. 
 
He had only recently discovered his natural ability to open up a Sorrowline and enter its depths…So 
he was going back to the past, to London, 1940. He planned to find Davey Vale, his teenage 
grandfather-to-be. They had already shared a great adventure, and somewhere along the way their 
friendship had grown, in spite of many trials. 
 

 
See also the first book in this series:  Sorrowline  978-1849395236 
 
 
 

Friday Forever  (4U2Read)    Annie Dalton     
Barrington Stoke  978-1842992838 
Lenny has a crazy Friday, messing about at school. He wishes it could be Friday 
forever. When he wakes up the next morning, it’s Friday again…and again…and 
again. How can Lenny escape? 
This book is suitable for reluctant readers of 8-13 with a reading age of below 
eight years. 
Annie Dalton is the author of the Angel Academy series, about a school girl 
from the inner city who unexpectedly becomes an angel. Annie has won both 
the Nottingham Oak prize for children’s books and the Portsmouth Children’s 

Book Award. She has been commended for the Carnegie Medal, and Friday Forever won the 
Verghereto 100 Ragazzi Book Award. She lives in Norfolk. 
 
When you have to live the same day over and over again, you see things you missed the first time 
round. 
 
Just one, tiny change had led to all these other changes… If changing one, small thing made such a 
huge difference, what would happen if I changed everything?   What then? 
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Longbow Girl    Linda Davies   Chicken House   
978-1910002612 
Merry Owen is desperate for her family to stay on their struggling farm in 
Wales, in the shadow of the Black Castle, owned by the de Courcys who have 
been enemies of Merry’s family for generations. Skilled in the family tradition 
of archery, Merry is happiest out riding – but when she finds an overturned 
tree and a buried chest containing an ancient Welsh text, it leads her into a 
past filled with treasure, secrets and untold danger. 
Linda Davies is herself an avid longbow girl and rider. She has written several 
thrillers for adults, the latest being Ark Storm. In 2005 she and her husband 

were kidnapped at sea by Iranian government forces and held hostage in Iran for two weeks before 
being released. Longbow Girl is her first children’s book. She lives by the sea. 
 
There is a hole in the stone of sand at the back in the gushing flow; follow it through to another land 
and all treasures will you know. Twenty strokes have many tried, turning them to blue, of those 
venturers many have died, only the strong pass through. 
 

 
 
The Many Worlds of Albie Bright   Christopher Edge   Nosy 
Crow  978-0857636041 
When Albie’s mum dies, it’s natural he should wonder where she’s gone. His 
parents are both scientists and they usually have all the answers – in fact they 
both worked at CERN, home of the Hadron Collider. Dad mutters something 
about Albie’s mum being alive and with them in a parallel universe. So Albie 
finds a box, his mum’s computer and a rotting banana, and sends himself 
through time and space to find her. 
 

Christopher Edge lives in Gloucestershire. The Many Worlds of Albie Bright was chosen by The 
Times as their Children’s Book of the Week. His other books include the Penny Dreadful series of 
historical mysteries, including Twelve Minutes to Midnight, Shadows of the Silver Screen and The 
Black Crow Conspiracy. He is also the author of How to Write Your Best Story Ever! – an inspirational 
guide to creative writing for children aged seven and over. 
 
Scientists ask questions, make discoveries, and sometimes end up changing the world. You only find 
out what is possible… by trying to do the impossible. 
If quantum physics said that my mum was still alive in some parallel universe, then maybe quantum 
physics could help me find her. 
 

Talk together about some of the scientific things in this book – e.g. quantum 
physics, atoms, particles, CERN, Hadron Collider, Schrodinger’s Cat. 
 
On the CERN website you’ll find some activities for young people   
 
 

http://www.cernland.net/index.php
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Fortunately the Milk   Neil Gaiman & Chris Riddell  
Bloomsbury   978-1408841792 
Mum’s away and Dad’s in charge. She leaves a long list of what he’s got to do – 
the most important thing is DON’T FORGET TO GET THE MILK. But Dad forgets. 
Next morning he has to go to the corner shop, and this is the story of why it 
takes him a very, very long time to get back.  Featuring: a time-travelling 
dinosaur, some green globby things, some wumpires, and a perfectly normal 
but very important carton of milk.  
Neil Gaiman has won both the Carnegie and Newbery Medals for the same 

work – The Graveyard Book. The L.A. Times described his graphic novel series Sandman as ‘the 
greatest epic in the history of comic books’. Many of his books, including Coraline and Stardust, 
have been made into films.  
Chris Riddell is an illustrator and political cartoonist, and is currently the Children’s Laureate for 
children’s literature. He has won the Nestlé Gold Award and two Kate Greenaway Medals. He is 
author of the Goth Girl books, and with Paul Riddell he is co-creator of the Edge Chronicles. 

He showed me his Time Machine. He was very proud of it. It was a large cardboard box with several 
pebbles on it, and stones stuck to the side. There was also a large, red button… ‘Well’, I told him, ‘it 
was very lucky for me that you turned up when you did and rescued me. I am slightly lost in space 
and time right now and need to get home in order to make sure my children have milk for their 
breakfast.’ 

 

Felix Frost Time Detective: Roman Riddle   Eleanor Hawken  
Quercus (Hodder)  978-1848665606 
How to build an accidental time machine:   

1. Activate your homemade particle accelerator   

2. Fail to supervise your pet chameleon    

3. Watch in horror as he kicks a quartz rock in front of the particle ray    

... and BAM! Let the adventures begin!   Join Felix Frost, secret boy genius, his 

chameleon Einstein and his classmate Missy as they travel back in time to 

Ancient Rome, where terrifying danger and embarrassing togas await.   But can they solve the 

riddle of a mysterious gladiator skeleton without getting themselves skewered in the gladiator 

arena?  Funny, fast-paced and full of you-won't-believe-it facts, Felix Frost: Time Detective will have 

readers hooked on history and sold on science! 

Eleanor Hawken has a degree in Philosophy, and worked as a children's books editor in London and 

in Bath. She was also part of the team that established the Bath Festival of Children's Literature. 

She devised the fiction series Will Solvit and has written books under the pseudonym Zed Storm. 

Eleanor lives in Surrey. 

The bright blue laser pulsed through the rock and slammed into Felix’s body with the force of a stun 

gun. It was as if he had swallowed a nuclear bomb and it had detonated inside him…Every atom of 

Felix’s body began to hurtle through space and time. 
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Myth Raiders: Claw of the Sphinx    A.J.Hunter & James de 
la Rue  LBKids (Hodder)  978-0349124346 
Geology-mad Sam and her American cousin Trey are the Chosen Ones, 
destined to save the world from destruction by gathering together the 
scattered fragments of The Warrior's Shield. They've already rescued one 
section of the enchanted shield from the terrifying Medusa, and now learn 
that the second piece is being guarded by a fearsome sphinx - a creature 
with the body of a lion, the wings of an eagle and the face of a human. So 
Sam and Trey must travel to Ancient Egypt, and face mummies, beast-
headed warriors... and the deadly sphinx itself! 

A.J. Hunter is the pen name for two authors, Allan and James, who bonded over their shared 
love of mythological creatures. After poring over their history books and trawling through the 
Internet, Myth Raiders was born!  

Trey could still hardly believe it, but when the two halves of the Heart of Light were united, he and 
Sam would be sent back through time and across the world in their desperate search. 
The broken disc didn’t look powerful. It was about the size of a small plate, both ha;ves covered 
all over with intricate engravings. Skulls. Swords. Strange, creepy-looking animals…etched into 
the greyish metal by an artist who had lived and died hundreds of thousands of years before 
humans were even supposed to have existed. 
 

 

The Time-Travelling Cat and the Tudor Treasure   
Julia Jarman  Andersen  978-1842706169 
Ka, the time-travelling cat, has disappeared, leaving just one clue – a word on 
Topher’s computer screen: ‘R*iche mou*nt’. When Topher discovers that 
‘Richemount’ meant ‘Richmond’ in Tudor times, he fears that Ka is in terrible 
danger. Cats were tortured in Tudor England, so Topher must try to find her 
before it is too late – while back home in the 21st century activists are targeting 
Topher’s stepmother who is a scientist working in medical research and has 
been involved in experiments on animals. 
Julia Jarman was a teacher before becoming a writer of children’s books, 

including the Time-Travelling Cat series and several picture books for younger children.  

Have a look at The Time-Travelling Cat and the Aztec Cat  978-1842705162 as well 
as other books in the series, visiting Egyptian, Roman, Viking, and Victorian times. 

It seemed to him that Ka had been fighting for her life last night. Something had terrified her. In the 
past cats had a terrible time, even in Ancient Egyptian times when they were worshipped…He’d 
saved Ka from that once. Surely she hadn’t gone back there again? 

Talk about the issues raised in this story, about attitudes towards animals now and 
in Tudor times – including superstition, and experimenting on animals. 
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Wings: Flyboy – Take to the Stars     Tom Palmer &  
David Shephard  Barrington Stoke  978-1781125359 
Jatinder seems to be living his dream – he’s training for his team’s youth squad, 

and his host parents Steve and Esther are really great. But something’s holding 
Jatinder back from being a really great footballer – himself. Steve reckons it’s 
OK to take risks – look at his own hero, Hardit Singh Malik, a WW1 flying ace. 
That night Jatinder wakes up in a seriously surprising situation – flying Hardit’s 
WWI fighter plane into enemy airspace.  
This book is particularly suitable for struggling, reluctant and dyslexic readers 
aged 8+ 

Tom Palmer credits articles about football with getting him into reading as a child. His books 
include the Football Academy and Foul Play series. He travels all over the UK for events, performing 
his immensely popular rugby and football reading games. 
David Shephard See his website http://www.daveshephard.com/  

In the same series as Flyboy see Wings: Spitfire (June 2016) and Wings: Typhoon 
(August 2016) 

It was pure instinct that made him grab the control stick in front of him and move it to the right. 
Control stick? What the hell was going on? Where was his bedside lamp? His duvet? His book?        
‘A dream,’ he told himself. ‘It has to be another dream.’ 

Within the covers of this book is a Sopwith Camel plane model which you can cut 
out and make, so your group can get an idea of what this plane was like. 

 

Valentine Joe   Rebecca Stevens    Chicken House   
978-1909489608 
Rose’s granddad takes her on a trip to Ypres in Belgium to visit the graves of 
those who died in the Great War. It’s the day before Valentine’s Day; Rose can 
sense the shattered old city beneath the chocolate-box new. And it seems that 
it can sense her too. When she goes up to her room that night, she hears the 
sound of marching feet and glimpses from her window a young soldier on his 
way to the front line  
Rebecca Stevens wrote her first children’s novel for Chicken House, Valentine 

Joe, and has just finished working on a retelling of Emma for Oxford University Press. She is also a 
TV writer who has worked on Bing Bunny, Byker Grove and Rupert Bear. 

Was this the place? The place they’d walked when they first met, where he told her he’d hidden the 
present? She tried to remember exactly what had happened on that cold February night a few hours 
and a hundred years ago. 

 

http://www.daveshephard.com/
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Scavenger Boy   Theresa Tomlinson   Walker   
978-0744559972 
Scavenger Boy tells the story of Michael’s stumble into the past one snowy 
day, back two centuries where he encounters the weavers of the cotton mills 
and their children, and becomes involved in their struggle to survive.  

Theresa Tomlinson has been writing historical novels for many years; her 
titles include The Forestwife Trilogy, Moon Riders, and Wolf Girl. She has also 

written a novel for adults and young adults – A Swarming of Bees. 

See these books in the same series as Scavenger Boy: Meet Me By the Steelmen   978-
0744589887 and Night of the Red Devil    978-0744589894.  
All three of these thrilling time-slip adventures are based in or around Sheffield, where Theresa 
Tomlinson lives now. 

Then he glanced back up to the top of the street and got the most tremendous shock, for where his 
school was supposed to be, he could see nothing but allotment gardens with goats and pigs, and the 
high grassy hillside. Where had his school gone? … That crazy twisting bobbin had somehow made it 
vanish. 

 

The Girl Who Leapt Through Time  Yasutaka Tsutsui  Alma 
Books  978-1846881343 
One of Tsutsui’s best-known and most popular works in his native Japan, The 
Girl Who Leapt through Time is the story of  15 year old schoolgirl Kazuko, 
who accidentally discovers that she can leap back and forth in time. In her 
quest to uncover the identity of the mysterious figure that she believes to be 
responsible for her paranormal abilities, she’ll constantly have to push the 
boundaries of space and time, and challenge the notions of dream and reality. 
This book is written for teenagers but younger readers would also enjoy it. 
 
Tsutsui is well known for his science fiction and in the 1970s he began 

experimenting with a variety of styles, from slapstick to black humour. He is the winner of various 
awards including the Izumi Kyoka Prize, Kawabata Prize and Yomiuri Literary Prize. 

When Kazuko opened her eyes, she found herself back in her room. She was wearing her nightgown 
and the sun was streaming in to paint lacy patterns on the floor. Had it all been just a dream? But it 
felt so real. 
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On the Blue Comet    Rosemary Wells, with Bagram 
Ibatouilline     Walker   978-1406330144 
One day in a house at the end of Lucifer Street, on the Mississippi River side of 
Cairo, Illinois, eleven-year-old Oscar Ogilvie’s life is changed forever. The Crash 
of 1929 has rippled across the country, and Oscar’s dad must sell their home – 
with all their cherished model trains – and head west in search of work. 
Forced to move in with his Aunt Carmen and his cousin Willa Sue, Oscar is 
lonely and miserable – until he meets a mysterious drifter and witnesses a 
crime so stunning it catapults Oscar on an incredible journey from coast to 
coast, and from one decade to another. 

Rosemary Wells has written or illustrated more than sixty books for children. She is the creator of 
the Max and Ruby stories; the author of Lincoln and His Boys, illustrated by P.J. Lynch; and the 
illustrator of My Very First Mother Goose. 
 
I was six feet tall instead of four feet five inches. What happened? 
A copy of ‘Life’ magazine lay on the bedside table. I snatched it up. The date was December 1941. 
On the cover was a grinning, diluting new president of the United States, a man called Franklin 
Delano Roosevelt…I had never heard of him. America was apparently in the middle of a war. 
 

Some of the characters in this book were real people – including Dutch, Mr H, and 
Franklin Roosevelt. See if you can find out more about them and then talk about 
how they fit into the story. 
 
 

 
Non-fiction 
 

The Pebble in My Pocket   Meredith Hooper & Chris 
Coady  Quarto Kids (Frances Lincoln)  978-
0711210769 
Where do pebbles come from? How were they made? This book tells 
the story of a pebble, from its origins in a fiery volcano 480 million 
years ago to a busy, modern landscape. Readers follow the processes 
of rock formation and erosion that create new pebbles all over the 
world. 

MEREDITH HOOPER was born in Australia. An Antarctic specialist, she has made several research 
trips to the continent. In 2000 she was awarded the Antarctica Medal by the US Congress. Her 
books for Frances Lincoln include The Pebble in my Pocket, which is the only children’s book ever to 
be shortlisted for the Dingle History of Science Book Award.  

CHRIS COADY trained in Illustration at Manchester Polytechnic. A freelance illustrator of children’s 
books, he has also worked for design groups in Manchester and London. 

My pebble is four hundred and eighty million years old. So far. Keep travelling, pebble! Every pebble 
in the world is different from every other pebble. Every pebble has its own story. Pick up a pebble 
and you a holding a little piece of the history of our planet. 
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A Street Through Time: a 12,000-year walk through 
history   Steve Noon (illustr.)   DK   978-1409376446 
Think of the street you live on. Now think of how it may have looked in 

10,000 BCE, or in Roman times, or in Victorian England at the height of the 

Industrial Revolution. Steve Noon’s A Street Through Time takes you on a 

memorable time travelling journey. 

Double-page illustrations bring fourteen key periods in history to life. You 

will see magnificent buildings go up and come down, new churches built on 

the site of ancient temples, wooden bridges destroyed and then remade in stone, and statues 

demolished then unearthed many years later. You’ll find out how people lived long ago – the tools 

they used, what they wore, what they ate and what they did all day.  

See Steve Noon’s website. 

The street today: Our street remains in a city that has survived wars and spread so far that all the 
old forests and farmland have disappeared … people who lived in our street only 150 years ago 
would not recognise the modern businesses along the riverbank … But what will happen over the 
next 100 years? 

Look for Henry Hyde the Time Traveller who turns up through these pages in each 
period – and locate the objects that have managed to survive through the ages.  See  

See also A City Through Time  978-1409364535 

 

 
Discover… the Roman Empire  Isabel & Imogen Greenberg  
Quarto Kids (Frances Lincoln)   
978-1847808264 
From a series on key historical periods, including the Vikings and Ancient 
Greeks. Each spread explores a different theme or topic specific to the Romans, 
including the Roman Empire, gladiators, the Roman Army and engineering and 
architectural feats, and a timeline. The books are presented as comic strips 
which offer a fresh approach for children 8+.  
Isabel Greenberg is a London-based illustrator. Her first graphic novel was The 
Encyclopedia of Early Earth. In 2011 she won the Observer Jonathan Cape 
Graphic short story prize. This is her first book for children. 

Imogen Greenberg is a writer and graduate of ancient history, and a freelance journalist writing 
about arts, culture and heritage in London. This is her first children’s book. 

The Romans built aqueducts to bring fresh water to towns and cities from far away – long before 
taps! These aqueducts had huge arches (another Roman invention!) 
The Romans worked out how to set concrete. They were so clever, they could even use it 
underwater! They also invented reinforced concrete, with supportive metal bars inside. 

Also in this series is: Discover … the Ancient Egyptians   978-1847808257 

http://www.steve-noon.co.uk/
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Visitors’ Guide to Ancient Rome   Lesley Sims & Louie Stowell    
Usborne    978-1409577553 
This series offers a fresh approach to history, with lots of information about 
interesting tourist attractions, important festivals and the fashions and customs 
of the period. This title also includes a guide to the best villas, hotels and 
markets.    Packed with essential time-tourist tips! 
 
Many Roman buildings are breath-taking feats of engineering – from huge 
aqueducts that supply Rome with water, to the vast arenas that satisfy the 
people’s hunger for brutal entertainment. 

 

Top tips for tourists – No.20: A new invention.  Want to build a house in Rome?  Why not use the 
latest in building technology – concrete. Made from ash, water and stones, this revolutionary 
substance makes walls stronger and last longer!  It’s amazing! 

 

Also in this series are: Visitors Guide to Ancient Egypt   Lesley Sims, Phil Clarke, 
Simon Tudhope & Louie Stowell    978-1409577560  
and Visitors’ Guide to Ancient Greece   Lesley Sims & Conrad Mason  978-
1409566168 
 
 

 
Time Traveler: Inventions – Travel through time and 
take a peek into the world of scientific and technological 
inventions  Oldrich Ruzicka & Silvie Sanza  Quarto Kids 
(Walter Foster)  978-1633220065 
A fun new format including a time traveller’s dial allows you to explore 
some of the greatest inventions in history. This interactive book format 
invites children to go through different time periods, learning about the 
invention of the bicycle, the first telephone, the airplane and many more. 
The cover mechanism enables them to dial into and learn about a 

specific period in history through colourful and inviting illustrations and facts.  
 
Oldrich Ruzicka worked as chief-editor and publisher of one of biggest publishing houses in the 
Czech Republic for many years before he decided to found his own publishing house. He has been a 
teacher and has written many books.  
 
Roman Crane: Around 1000 BC the Romans were able to lift loads 50 times heavier than a single 
laborer could manage. They achieved this by using an ingenious mechanism similar to today’s crane. 
It could lift a stone block weighing 3 tons several feet high! 
The Roman crane was driven by a treadmill powered by laborers. 
 

In the same series: Time Traveler: Prehistory – Travel through time and take a 
peek into the earth’s evolution   978-1633220058 
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Time-Travellers: More reading 
 
AUTHOR TITLE PUBLISHER ISBN 

Fiction: Recent titles    

Malorie Blackman Thief! Corgi 978-0552551656 

Matt Brown & Lizzie Finlay Compton Valance: The Time-
Travelling Sandwich Bites Back  

Usborne 978-1409567783 

Eoin Colfer Artemis Fowl and the Time 
Paradox 

Puffin 978-0141339122 

Katie Dale  Mumnesia  (publ June 2016) Macmillan 978-1509810703 

Kit Downes Zal and Zara and the Great Race 
of Azamed 

Walker 978-1406340853 

Kieran Fanning The Black Lotus ( Samurai Wars) Chicken House 978-1909489929 

Liz Kessler A Year Without Autumn Orion 978-1444003215 

Janis Mackay The Accidental Time Traveller Kelpies 978-0863159541 

Kate Saunders Five Children on the Western 
Front 

Faber 978-0571323180 

Fiction: Classics    

Lucy M.Boston The Children of Green Knowe  Faber 978-0571303472 

Susan Cooper The Sterkarm Handshake Point 978-0439978965 

Helen Cresswell Moondial Faber 978-0571322909 

Charles Dickens  A Christmas Carol Puffin 978-0141324524 

Penelope Farmer Charlotte Sometimes Vintage 978-0099582526 

Alan Garner The Weirdstone of Brisingamen HarperCollins 978-0007355211 

Madeleine L’Engle A Wrinkle in Time Puffin 978-0141354934 

Penelope Lively A Stitch in Time HarperCollins 978-0007443277 

Edith Nesbit Five Children and It Vintage 978-0099572985 

Philippa Pearce The Little Gentleman Puffin 978-0141318394 

Philippa Pearce Tom’s Midnight Garden OUP 978-0192734501 

Catherine Storr Marianne Dreams Faber 978-0571231454 

Alison Uttley A Traveller in Time Puffin 978-0141361116 

H.G.Wells  &Troy Howell The Time Machine (retelling) Sterling 978-1402745829 

Non-Fiction    

Nicholas Stevenson & 
David Long 

Diary of a Time Traveller Quarto Kids: 
Wide Eyed 

978-1847806369 

Juan Carlos Alonso & 
Gregory S.Paul 

Ancient Earth Journal: The Early 
Cretaceans 

Quarto Kids: 
Walter Foster Jr 

978-163322033 

Steve Jenkins Prehistoric Actual Size: 
 

Quarto Kids: 
Frances Lincoln 

978-1847807618 

Claire Hibbert 50 Things You Should Know 
About Prehistoric Britain 

Quarto Kids: QED 978-1784933050 

Jim Eldridge 50 Things You Should Know 
About the First World War 

Quarto Kids: QED 978-1781715895 

Tasha Percy (editor) 50 Things You Should Know 
About the Second World War 

Quarto Kids: QED 978-1784930356 
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Time Travel Surreal!    

Saskia Lacey & Sernur Isik The Prehistoric Masters of 
Literature: Have fun reading 
about William 
Shakespeareasaurus and Edgar 
Allan Terrordactyl! 

Quarto Kids – 
Walter Foster Jr. 

978-1633220980 

 

Wordsearch answer 
 
 
Q W T E L E P O R T A T I O N F 
Y P I X V N A B C X A S F Z V K 
Z V M L O X R E P V W Q X O P Z 
B M E B X V A X J Y E K T R O P 
S F T D Z V L M V W X Z P B G R 
W X R X E V L Z F Q Z B O X J E 
E M A G N V E W X Z B J O Z B S 
R Q V Z I E L O H K C A L B Z E 
U X E K H J W E R Z A S E C H N 
T Q L V C Z O Q J F Z X M B G T 
U W F V A Q R S Q V T U I Z K F 

F V X Z M W L D F X Q W T G J X 
X P B V E X D Z T S A P Z X G Q 
F E T K M Z S J G X S Z B J V Z 
Z Q X W I X F Z V F Q M F V Z F 
V J Z V T M X B X W Z G X Q W J 

 
 
Sayings about time 
 
Time and tide wait for no-one No-one can stop time moving on 

 

Time is of the essence No time to waste: we must do this right now 
 

Time is money Don’t waste time, you could be using it to 
work and make money 

Killing time Doing anything to pass time when you’re 
waiting for something important 

Procrastination is the thief of time By putting something off we are wasting 
precious time 

Time heals Things feel better as time passes 
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The sands of time Time passing by—like the sand in an egg-
timer 

There’s no time like the present Better to do something now than leave it for 
later 

Playing for time Delaying something till you’re ready 
 

Take your time Spend as much time as you like 
 

Time will tell You’ll only know how something will turn 
out, after some time has passed 

A stitch in time saves nine If something needs fixing, do it straightaway 
or it will only get worse 

Prime time The best time to do something.  The time of 
day when TV gets its biggest audience—and 
so the best time to reach most people. 

In the nick of time Just in time; at the last possible moment 
 

Having a whale of a time Having a really good time 
 

 
 

 


